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Abstract

The paper presents an analysis of some problems due to the influence of the
spacecraft floating potential as well as the analyzing voltage at the ionosphere plasma
structural parameters investigation by cylindrical Langmuir probe. A computer sintulation
using a new high-precision method for periodical measuremint of the Langmuir cylindrical
probe floating potential when measuring the probe collector current is presented. The
advantages of the presented method, which is suitable for measurement of aU parts of the
V-A probe cltrve, are discussed.

1. Introduction

The spacecraft as a body submersed in piasma is electrost atically charged
under the influences of various kinds of currents. In the static state, the
spacecraft is charged to some balanced potential rp where the summary
current of the body is I I = 0 ill. es can vary within a wide range taking
positive or negative values because the body's surface is under the direct
impact of the charged particles sheams and electromagnetic radiation. The
changes of e" are a considerable source of errors as they distort the
measurements and sometimes make them impossible because the analyzing
contlol voltage u to the Langmuir cylindrical probe (CLp) electrodes is
passed in respect to rp".For this reason, three cases are possible:
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Fig. 1

1 - the measured culrent is positive: this means that rp is strongly
negative and U continues to be all the time negative compared to the
plasma.

2 - the measured current is negative: this means that 4r is shongly
positive and u continues to be all the time positive compared to the plasma.

In both cases there is no other possibility but to measure the
fluctuations of ion and electron density. In such cases we do not use linear
voltages but fixed ones to measure current fluctuations. This makes it possible
to measure quick density flucfuations having no information about electron
temperature.

3 - the measured current changes its sign: in this case, full analysis
of the plasma characteristics is possible.

2. Space experiments results: some CLP measurement
problems

The satellite experiments continue to the end of the satellite's life and
the measurements are integral. This makes it possible, on the one hand, to
carry out scientific research and, on the othei hand, to perform statistical
analysis. An ideal V-A curve is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of three typical
parts [2]: a - ion saturation, 6 - electron retarding and e - electron
saturation.

The V-A curves from many experiments are shown in Figs. 2, 3
and 4.

Here, two problems can be formulated:
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strong influence of the W on the measurements;
U with constant amplitude and continuance.

In paper [3], the authors present a method for periodical measurement
and control of erb.

The method is practically based on two principles:
From time to time, 16-bit precision measurement and contror of
Qap for a zero probe current (testing cycle).
CLF electrodes control by (U - e"rp) at the time of the next
measuring cycle.

3. CPL collector current measurement: algorithm and
computer simulation.

The structural graph of the cPL coilector current measurement
algorithm is shown in Fig.5. It includes a testing and a measurement cycle.

In the figure: Io - the current for the analyzing voltage lJ=ecrp - 4y;
Ir and 12 - currents from the electron retarding part of the V-A curvef U1 and
u2 - corresponding voltages; cr , c2, c3, c4 - constants (determined by digital
experiments); U.turt , fl"nd,IJslop" - start, end and limits of U variations.

The next figures 6 (a-D show a computer simulation of the argorithm
operation.

Let plasma density at the start of operation be N1=\"-108 m-3,
plasma temperature T"-1000 K and ion mass Mi =16 a.m.u. (O+) where the
satellite's potential it eu - 0 v. In the beginning, we change u from -8 v to
+8 V to detelmine ertp (Fig.6a). errpis determined on 0,25 V, so we change
U from (ea, - 4V) to (eao + 4V), i.e. from 4,25 V to +3,75 V (Fig.6b).
The ion current amplitude is used to determine the two levers of h u rz
whose corresponding voltages U1 and Uz will be measured. Now lJsturr= -
4,25 V and IJ"n6= +1,28 V (Fig.6b, 6c). The parameters of the next U
(IJrto.t= -1V, IJ"n6 = +1.28V) already ensure an optimal result (Fig.6b, 6d)
and will be repeated unless plasma parameters are not changed critically.

Let the sateliite now enter into a region where plasma parameters
change suddenly: N =N" =10e m-3, Te=10000 K, Mi =1 (H*) and as aresult cp"ry

=3v. Naturally, u course will be determined as with the previous curves, i.e.
IJstart - -1,0V, lJena = +1,28V (Fig. 6e). The algorithm again operates in the
same way: ion current is measured at lJrl*1, the two levels of currents Ir and Iz
are determined and the corresponding levels of U1 and rJz arc measured.
The parameters of the next U are computed: l]start = -5,82y,IJend = +4,IIy.
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only one step is enough to compute U, covering all three parts of the curves
(Fie.6f).

4. Results and discussion

An algorithm and computer simulation are developed for:
a new high-precision method for rp,6 periodical measuremsnt and
control;
adaptive control of the cLP collector current measurement.

From future space experiments with CLp we expect:
periodic measurelnent of the highly-informative parameter (pcLp;

ultra sensitivity of the measurement tract;
no switching scales transition processes;
real V-A curves.

The use of active methods eliminates the necessity of physical
phenomena monitoring. So we consider that the presented solutioni, which
pertain to the passive methods, will be further developed and approved in
future. The cLP is included as an important component of the spACE
WEATHER program [4] at the International Space Station, where rry floats
within a wide range t 300 V.
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E JII4MI,IHI{PAHE B JIIIfl IIIIE T O HA IIJIABAIItr l4f, IIO TEHIII,IAJI
HA KOCMI4TIECKI4'I AIIAPAT IIPN IBCJIEABAHE HA

CTPYKTYPHI4TE IIAPAME TPI,I HA fr OTTO C OEPHATA IIJIA3MA
c rItIJrI,IHApI4qHA COHIA HA JIEHIMTOIP

Mapunta lyuteeat, Ilnauen Aueenoel, Ifttanteu Xpucmoel
Eonu Kuport, Ko*o feopzueea2 

-

' IrlncuEryr 3a KocMI4rIecKa Ir3cJIeA BaHvIfl.
' I-{enrp alua I a6op aro pvtr 3a crbHqeB o -3 eMHr4 B:ssAefi crez_f,

PesroDre

B nacroxrqara pa6ora ca a*arru3npanz npo6JreMr{Te or BJrr.rrHr4ero
Ha nJlaBarr{v{ noreHurran r{a KocMuqecKllfl, anapa-r H aHanvgvpaqoro
HANPEXEHLIE NPU II3CJIEABAHC HA CTPYKTYPHI4TE NAPAMETPI4 HA
fionoc0epnara rrJra3Ma c uunlrHApr'tqHa coHAa na Jlenruroap. flora3aHa e
KoMrIIoTBpHa cvMynar\Mfl' I43IIoJI3BarIa HoB BIrcoKoToqeH MeTo.[ 3a
NEPI4OAUITHO I,I3MEPBAHE HA IIJIABAI]II4.fl TOTEHUI4AJI HA IIUNUHAPI4LIHA COHAA
Ha Jlenrnaronp npu r43MepBaHe Ha roKa or KoneKTopa Ha coHAara.
flucrcyrupaHtr ca npeuMyrqecrBara Ha rrperno)Ker{uq MeroA 3a r43MepBaHe
HA BCIZqKI4 YIIACTGIIU OT BOJIT-AMNEPHATA XAPAKTEPIZCTI4KA HA COHAATA,
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